INSTRUCTIONS TO ADD YOUR WIRE ROPE TO SP COLT LIBRARY

Send us a sample of your wire rope:

- 2m rope with eyes, measuring from eye to eye
  Or
- 2.2m without eyes (steel only)

Send your wire rope with a permanently attached label marked clearly with contact details and the rope information required or use the cut off below and send with your rope to:

Straightpoint UK Ltd
Downley Road
Havant
Hants
PO9 2NJ

Please add this wire rope to the SP COLT library

Diameter of wire rope: ............................................... e.g. 12mm

Construction: ................................................................. e.g. 1x7 or 7x19 or 6x36

Material: .............................................................................. e.g. galvanised steel

Minimum breaking load (MBL) if known: ...................... e.g. 10te

Working load limit (WLL) if known: .............................. e.g. 1.85te
If working load limit is not known we will calculate it as a maximum of 20% of the MBL.